
Join the conversation:
www.nhwq4061.com
www.fb.com/neighbourhoodwatchthegap

Email:
neighbourhoodwatchthegap@yahoo.com.au



 
1. Drop a note of introduction or encouragement & positivity into a Neighbours mailbox

(we've included some ready to cut & complete templates on the reverse of this page).
2. Join in on our Fence Funnies: Grab a marker and paper and write a joke (suitable for kids;
Dad jokes are perfect for this) and stick them out on your front fence. #fencefunnies4061.

3. Start a street level Facebook Page so you can communicate and support your Neighbours.
4. If you are using your time at home to do some gardening, you could leave any cuttings or

spare plants out near your mailbox (in a safe place so as not to cause injury) with a note
saying “FREE”. Neighbours can use these in their garden to while away some time and

beautify the Neighbourhood. 
5. Share recipes to our Facebook page that you love that are made from pantry staples.

6. Do you have an amazing vegie garden, fruit trees or herbs growing in your garden? Why
not leave a few tasty samples on a Neighbours doorstep with a note?

7. Swap mobile numbers or email addresses with Neighbours so you can communicate
without having to be face to face. 

This allows Neighbours to be there for one another if they need help.
8. Look to local Facebook groups for some of the great tools people are sharing to keep kids

entertained if they aren’t able to go to school.
9. If you have a skill that can share positivity and keep the community in good spirits, now is

the time to share it.
10. Remember that many local small businesses owners are having a tough time of it too and

these are often the people who have in the past supported many of our local community
non-profits, schools and the like.  

Many have adapted outstandingly well to the current environment and limitations, so think
local and Support Small Local Businesses as much as you can. 

11. Most of all, be patient with others, and BE KIND!

Our vision here at Neighbourhood Watch The Gap is to create a strong, safe,
interactive and inclusive 4061 community where Neighbours feel supported and

valued.
 

Here are some of the many ways that YOU can positively contribute towards
keeping our 4061 community spirit buoyed:

 

Your Suburb, Your Home, Your Family, Your Community 4061


